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Introduction 

• Jason-3 (2016) and Sentinel-6 MF (2020) : two reference oceanography missions to monitor global ocean 
circulation, climate change and sea level rise.

• Operated in tandem (with Sentinel-6 MF flying 30 seconds behind its predecessor) between mid-December
2020 and April 2022 for calibration purposes.

• The main difference between them is their respective platform design :
➢ Sentinel-6 MF solar panels are fixed on the satellite and has an almost fixed attitude,
➢ Jason-3 has some yaw steering periods with rotating solar panels.

• Purpose : analyze the estimated empirical accelerations of these two satellites as a function of their beta

angle, to update the Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) models of both satellites, during the tandem phase;

ultimately their empirical accelerations should be identical (if surface forces are perfectly modeled).

• Previous work / reference : Flavien Mercier – OSTST 2022, Sentinel-6 radiation pressure model analysis

(DOI: 10.24400/527896/a03-2022.3517).
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Initial SRP model implemented in the ZOOM software
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Sentinel-6 MF

Jason-3

m²                          normal                                     visible (Ks, Kd, Ka)                       IR (Ks, Kd, Ka) 

→ The idea is to update both satellites SRP models, where SRP depends only on two parameters: the orbital angle

with respect to the sub-solar point and the beta angle.
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Initial SRP model : Jason-3 empirical forces
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TSI : 1/rev along-track sine term

NCO : 1/rev cross-track cosine termNKT : constant cross-track termNSI : 1/rev cross-track sine term

TK : constant along-track term TCO : 1/rev along-track cosine term
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Initial SRP model : Sentinel-6 MF empirical forces 
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NCO : 1/rev cross-track cosine term

TCO : 1/rev along-track cosine termTSI : 1/rev along-track sine term

NKT : constant cross-track termNSI : 1/rev cross-track sine term

TK : constant along-track term
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Updated model by F. Mercier
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• Analyze by F. Mercier, thanks to new in flight information on Sentinel-6 MF:

➢ Temperatures variations along the orbit, for different sun orbital angle cases,

➢ Energy production of the array.

• Thermal model constructed using thermal coefficients adjusted on these in flight data.

• New SRP model applicable for Sentinel-6 MF but not for Jason-3.
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Comparaison between initial and updated SRP models 1/2
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→ For TSI and TK, the initial model shows no beta-dependency. On TCO, both models are equivalent. The red 

peak on TK corresponds to the period when Sentinel-6 MF flew backwards.  

TCO : 1/rev along-track cosine termTSI : 1/rev along-track sine term TK : constant along-track term
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Comparaison between initial and updated SRP models 2/2
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→ For NKT and NCO, both models are equivalent. But for the NSI acceleration, the new SRP model seems to 

show no beta-dependency.  

NCO : 1/rev cross-track cosine termNKT : constant cross-track termNSI : 1/rev cross-track sine term
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Analyzing the impact of the Earth Radiation Pressure (ERP) model 
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• Model implemented in the CNES Precise Orbit Determination software (ZOOM) is based on the Knocke et al 

(1988) ERP model. 

• Knocke ERP model :  

➢ Depends on reflected/emitted radiation as a function of latitude and time,

➢ Does not take into account the spatial and temporal complexity of reflection phenomena.

• Updated Earth Radiation Pressure model (see “Enhancing satellite orbit accuracy for sea level monitoring

through Earth radiation pressure modeling” - Nocet-Binois et al.) → approach based on the use of 

observations from Earth radiation fluxes (CERES and ERA5 ECMWF).
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Impact of the uptaded ERP model on the inital SRP model
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→ Nothing noticeable for the empirical accelerations, except for TSI. For Sentinel-6 MF, the introduction of the 

new ERP model tends to improve the data. But for Jason-3, it tends to degrade them. However, Knocke ERP 

modeling errors were erroneously interpreted as SRP modeling errors for Jason-3 when it was calibrated in the 

past. This work should be redone now with the updated ERP model.

TSI : 1/rev along-track sine term TSI : 1/rev along-track sine term
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Test when adding both updated SRP and ERP models (for Sentinel-6 MF)
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→ Adding both updated models has no effect on most accelerations, except for TSI (updated SRP model alone is

more adjusted). Also for TCO, which seems even less scattered with the new ERP model.

NCO : 1/rev cross-track cosine term

TCO : 1/rev along-track cosine termTSI : 1/rev along-track sine term

NKT : constant cross-track termNSI : 1/rev cross-track sine term

TK : constant along-track term
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Conclusions on preliminary results 
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1/rev along-

track sine term

Constant along-

track term

1/rev along-

track cosine 

term

1/rev cross-track 

sine term

Constant cross-

track term

1/rev cross-track 

cosine term

Jason-3 initial SRP model = = = + Acceleration

biases for Jason-

3 and Sentinel-6

MF : modeling

problem of the

geocenter in the

Z direction (*)

+
Sentinel-6 MF initial SRP 

model = + = - +
Sentinel-6 MF updated 

SRP model = = = + =

Jason-3 initial SRP model 

+ updated ERP model - = + = =

Sentinel-6 MF initial SRP 

model + updated ERP 

model

+ = + = =

Sentinel-6 MF updated 

SRP and ERP models + = + = =

* will be eliminated with the new POE-G standard and the ITRF 2020 geocenter model

+ : configuration improving the accelerations

- : configuration degrading the accelerations

= : has no effect whatsoever 
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What’s next ?

• Correcting the along-track sine acceleration (TSI) : we want first to

readjust the direct solar radiation pressure coefficient (CR) on

Jason-3 and Sentinel-6 MF (with the updated SRP), using the

updated ERP model for terrestrial radiation on both satellites. As

mentioned previously, for this acceleration, the new ERP model

will also correct the SRP modeling errors for Jason-3.

• Correcting the constant cross-track acceleration : we want to try to

adjust the diffuse and specular coefficients of the solar panels.

• Correcting the constant along-track acceleration, only on Jason-3 :

we will calibrate Xsat and Ysat accelerations during Yaw Steering

periods to compensate for the thermal effects of radiators.
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BACK-UP SLIDE
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Detailed explications on preliminary results
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For each accelerations, the differents models tested had various effects :

• TSI : the updated ERP model tend to degrade the acceleration for Jason-3, but has the reverse effect on 

Sentinel-6 MF. Combining both ERP and SRP updated models improves the TSI acceleration.

• TK : slight improvement in scattering with the intial SRP model for Sentinel-6 MF. One can visualize the 

period when it flew backwards. For Jason-3, a strange jump between positive and negative data is

observed at β=0 (thermal effect of the radiators ?).

• TCO : less scattered with the new ERP model, more noticeable effect with Jason-3. 

• NSI : better with Jason-3 and more stable with the updated SRP model for Sentinel-6 MF.

• NKT : bias on Jason-3 and Sentinel-6 MF accelerations, but it comes from a modeling problem of the 

geocenter in the Z direction (will be eliminated with the new POE-G standard and the ITRF 2020 

geocenter model).

• NCO : negligible effect of the two updated models.
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